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Doping the QGP with baryons: a 
necessary prerequisite for QCD 

phase transition near critical point 

From the last NSAC LRP 2015

How the baryon doping happens in QGP at the microscopic level is not known

A primary goal : map QCD phase diagram and discover the QCD critical point



What carries the baryon number?
In the conventional picture valence quarks carry it but this has been never proven
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The time available for valence quarks 
is too short to be stopped in collisions

G.C. Rossi and G. Veneziano, Nucl. Phys.B123(1977) 
507; Phys. Rep.63(1980) 149 
Kharzeev, Phys. Lett. B, 378 (1996) 238-246
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Fit to global data on central A+A:

NB = 1.1 ± 0.1, �B = 0.61 ± 0.03

Brandenburg, Lewis, Tribedy, Xu, arXiv:2205.05685

0.42 � �B � 1

Consistent but more tests are needed

Predictions form Regge theory & 
baryon junction picture:

Midrapidity baryon production in A+A collisions



Isobars collisions: most controlled HIC systems
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First look at photonuclear events: stronger rapidity 
dependent stopping in γ+Au ≫ Au+Au  

Interesting rapidity dependence of soft baryon 
stopping observed in RHIC photonuclear events

Nicole Lewis (STAR collaboration), QM 2022Brandenburg, Lewis,Tribedy, Xu, arXiv:2205.05685

Triggering photonuclear processes using Au+Au UPCs

Low momentum PID (TOF) @ ElC needed to perform these measurements

Baryon free projectile: photon-induced processes



Brandenburg, Lewis, Tribedy, Xu, arXiv:2205.05685

Baryon Distributions in x & Q2: cleaner environment at EIC

What is the PDF equivalent of baryons ?

Low momentum PID capable detectors 
(TOF) at ElC will provide unique opportunity

EIC yellow report, arXiv:2103.05419
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